
Programme Guide

 At Quintessential, we are passionate about fostering academic excellence and
lifelong success in every student we serve. We understand that each student learns

differently, which is why we’ve designed our programmes to meet the unique needs of
each student, providing tailored support for their individual journeys.

 
More than a source of tutorial services, Quintessential encompasses a highly regarded
brand of education designed to promote lifelong success and character development.



Specialised Courses
Internal Assessment & Extended Essay
Crash Course & Exam Prep 
Early Years Programme
University Admissions Support 

(Portfolio Building, Personal Essay, Interview)02
01 Rigorous Curriculum 

Designed by IB Examiners & Oxbridge Graduates
Highly Effective Learning Strategies
Curated Subject-Specific Resources
Proprietary Teaching Framework

Master Tutors
IB & IGCSE Examiners
Oxbridge & Ivy League Graduates
Ex & Current School Teachers03
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Defining Industry Standards



Our curriculum is intelligently designed to challenge students and help them develop
critical thinking skills, problem-solving abilities, and a lifelong love of learning.

Key Features

Curriculum Design Principles

1. Exposure
2. Elaborate

3. Execute

Deconstruct
key question
types
Identify
learning
objectives
Learn exam
stratagies

Learn
content
from solving
questions
Review
relevant
theory and
content

Attempt time practices
Identify & bridge knowledge gaps
Reinforce key concepts

Teaching
Model

E3

Question Analysis

Timed Trials

Concise Notes Tutorials

Evaluation
We regularly assess students'
progress and provide feedback
to improve learning outcomes.

We review past exam questions
to deconstruct key question
types and inculcate problem-
solving strategies.

Our highly-rated resources are
intelligently designed to
condense textbook content
and shorten the learning curve.

Experiential learning allows our
students to learn from doing
and develop effective and
critical exam skills.

Through timed practices, we
challenge students to refine
their exam skills and master
time management techniques.

Consultations
Students have all of their
questions answered and any
learning gaps are identified
and addressed.
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Coursework
Support Topic Analysis and Content Generation

Research and Data Interpretation
Writing and Organising
Editing and Proofreading

 Comprehensive support for the Internal
Assessments (IA), Extended Essay (EE), and
Theory of Knowledge (TOK).

Tuition 
Weekly Tuition (Group and Individual)
Crash Course 

Small class sizes, premium tutors, and industry-
leading curricula remain our code of excellence.

Workshops Exam Preparation
Holiday Programme
Headstart Programme

Our signature workshops offer intensive sessions
for specific needs.

University
Admissions
Mentoring

College and Course Selection
Portfolio-Building (Internship, Attachment, Service)
Personal Essay and Entrance Tests  
Academic Interview

Work with top mentors from leading universities to gain a
definitive head-start for competitive courses.

Programmes
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Senior

All of our tutors go through a stringent three stage interview process.
Only the best will teach your child. 

Course Fees

Master

Junior

Graduates, current, ex-school teachers with
minimum 5 years of experience and degree with
top honours. Many have extensive teaching
experience at leading schools and are well skilled
in curriculum development and lesson delivery.

Undergraduates and graduates who scored 44
and 45 points in the IB examinations. Having first
hand experience in the IGCSE, IB, and QE tuition
courses, they offer invaluable support and share a
proven formula for success.

Individual Class 

Group Class

 $600 - $750 Per month 

 $480 - $550 Per month

Individual Class 

Group Class

 $720 - $950 Per month

 $480 - $550 Per month 

Individual Class 

Group Class

 $800 - $1065 Per month 

 $480 - $550 Per month 

IGCSE and IB examiners who rank top in the
industry. With invaluable experience marking the
official exam papers, they offer pinpoint help to
improve exam skills, answering techniques &
academic performance.
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We were featured in:

Average IB
score

Scored distinction in the
2022-23 IGCSE exams

42.389%

Students and Counting3600

IB/IGCSE
Schools Served

Scored 6's and 7's in the
2022-23 IB exams

23 100%

Track Record
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Economics lessons at QE allowed me to
understand the course and the syllabus
throughly, not leaving any doubts before the
final exam. I would like to thank Mr. Sean Lim for
his great classes and tremendous help in the
model answers and timed practice we went
through in the courses.

Effective tuition centre that has hardworking
teachers that care very much for their students.
The notes my tutor provided were essential in
my learning and he paced our lessons very well.
I was able to understand concepts far more
quicker in my school classes as well. I Highly
recommend coming here for any subjects.

Chang Wei
United World College
Math (IGCSE): B to A*

Elsa Tan
Hwa Chong International
Math (IGCSE): B to A*

Going for economics tuition helped me revise
everything that I learnt in school. Sean was also
very kind and understanding, answering any
questions and taking the time to review my work.
I was also able to receive more resources to
study as he provided very concise notes. These
helped me understand the kind of answers I
should be providing for my exams and I was
able to achieve a grade of 7 for my final IB.

After repeatedly failing Chemistry, I decided to
join Quintessential. With only 5 months left to the
IB examinations, Mike managed to guide me
and help me achieve a grade 7 in Chemistry.
The class dissected questions and helped to
explain everything in detail. Also, Mike identified
my problems at the root and taught me how to
overcome it which is why I went from getting a
grade 3 to 7. 

Nicole Teo
Anglo-Chinese School (Independent)
Economics (HL): 5 to 7

Natalie L.
Saint Joseph's Institution
Chemistry (HL): 3 to 7

 Testimonials

Before starting English tuition with QE, not only
was my understanding of concepts uncertain,
but also I was doubtful of my written answers.
After having tuition, I was much more confident
in my answering skills and able to appreciate
and enjoy the subject much more than before. 

Bryne is a dedicated teacher who always helps
with any questions I have. His lessons are
engaging and useful as I’ve learnt many skills in
problem-solving. He also ensures we grasp the
skills and concepts taught by giving many
practices and feedback in class and at home.
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Thanakhom S.
Anglo Chinese School (International)
Math (IGCSE): B to A*

Park Ha Joong
Australian International School
Math (IGCSE): B to A*



Uni Admissions Programmes

Admissions
Mentoring

Early Years
Guidance

Personal
Essay

Research 
Paper

Brainstorm and idea generation
Outlining and organisation
Writing and revision
Editing and proofreading 

Define passions and identify academic and
non-academic interests
Connect with industry professionals and
mentors from your chosen field(s)
Build your portfolio(extracurriculars and
community projects)

Craft an application strategy based on target
universities and courses
Build your portfolio(extracurriculars and
community projects)
Skills training for Personal Essays, Entrance
Tests, and Interviews

Define topic/scope of research
Advise on research methodology, content
generation, and writing
Research publication(if applicable)

Portfolio
Building

Brainstorm project ideas
Advise on planning and execution
Review progress and project outcomes
Set future goals and plans
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Entrance
Test Prep

Academic
Interview Prep

Review academic theory 
Review exam strategies and answering
techniques
Conduct mock exams and post-practice review

Review the structure and format of Oxbridge or
Medical interviews
Review academic theory and past questions
Analyse and improve body language and
presentation skills
Conduct mock interviews and analysis

With the expertise of over 100 Oxbridge and Ivy League mentors, QE consistently
defines industry standards with our highly-rated curriculum. Many students

excelled with our hallmark university admissions programme to study at leading
colleges worldwide. Through various mentorship programmes, our teachers help

many students to find their true passion and set them up for lifelong success.

Get into your dream school with us!
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Danny Yu
Engineering

Sheeren G
Computer Science

Danny Huang
Economics

Daniel Teo
Mathematics

Cliff Song
Computer Science

Leslie Tan
Economics and Management

Leon Guo
Medicine

Charlotte Quek
Natural Sciences

James Leong
Economics

Fung Tan
Psychology

Hannah Chu
Engineering

Jason Huang
Engineering

149
Oxbridge

acceptances
 

612
Students

163
Top 20 US colleges 

acceptances

12
Years of

experience

See our full list of mentors at https://qconsult.org/

Mentor Profiles

Speak to our advisors today.

Admissions Success
Starts Here.
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(+65) 6100 9338 / (+65) 9655 0590
admin@qeducation.sg
https://qeducation.sg
545 Orchard Road #14-06/09 S(238882)


